A Review on Stirling Engine Performance
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Abstract— An important aspect of using energy is to maintain pollution to a minimum level. Stirling engine offers an alternative to fossil fuels. It converts heat form of energy to kinetic energy of a mechanism. Present paper reviewed different factors that affect the performance of Stirling engine. There are three types of Stirling engines: alpha, beta and gamma type of engine. This study helps to improve design, thermal characteristics, frame work and efficiency of Stirling engine.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Energy used all over the earth for different applications is mostly obtained from fossil fuels and natural gas. Use of these resources produces pollution. Stirling engine can be used to do work using heat from solar energy as well as other sources of heat energy.

Stirling engine is a kind of heat engine which produces no emission. It can also be used for applications like, waste heat recovery. Types of Stirling engine are alpha, beta and gamma. Stirling engine is very efficient for given temperature difference between heat source and heat sink [1]. It can be very small and run with only small temperature difference. Along with solar energy, geothermal heat can also be used as a renewable source of energy to produce electricity. It requires only a few calories of energy to drive Stirling engine and keep it running. Auxiliary cost of the engine is low. Stirling engine is a need of sustainable development.

II. PERFORMANCE OF STIRLING ENGINE

Stirling engine converts energy in the form of heat to mechanical work by continuous compression and expansion of a gas in cyclic manner. Fig. 1 shows an ideal Stirling cycle which consist of two isochoric processes and two isothermal processes [2].

![Fig. 1 Ideal Stirling cycle](image)

Dmitry et al. [1] proposed design framework of Stirling engine which provides a reduction of time and resources. The parameters were decided with trial and error method. Gamma and beta type of engines combine power generation and efficient design for small range applications. Tavakolpour et al. [2] tested a Stirling engine which is operated on solar energy and designed for low temperature difference. They designed Stirling engine without regenerator and studied its effect on thermal efficiency of the engine. The effect of variation in regenerator efficiency corresponding to theoretical efficiency of the engine was simulated by a computer program. It has been observed that more the regenerator efficiency more is the thermal efficiency of Stirling engine.

Fig. 2 shows structure of a Stirling engine [3]. Scotch yoke mechanism can be used to construct a compact type of engine. The development cost can be reduced by using high speed tool steel, linear bearing, etc. which are standard parts. When temperature difference is high, displacer design has length to bore ratio of about 3 to 4 while for low temperature difference, it is less than unity. The length to bore ratio affects heat transfer. Power piston has to be designed robust enough to bear pressure difference. In order to maximize power output leakage through piston clearance is minimized by piston ring. To ensure relative motion between power piston and displacer a brass bush can be used to suspend the displacer rod. Halit et al. [4] provides useful information regard thermal analysis of low temperature difference (LTD) Gamma configuration Stirling engine with mat lab software. The geometrical parameters like displacer and power piston stroke increase by scale factor for checking the maximum indicated power. Also the heat sink temperature is affected by indicated power. The calculation work is done for temperatures as heat source temperature and heat sink temperature 303K and 307K respectively. Moid et al. [5] shows the information about development and improvement of Stirling engine for reducing low emission level considered for beta type engine. They
performed the research work on ideal adiabatic model of berchowitz and ureli. The efficiency of this design can be increased by increasing temperature difference between source and sink. Stirling engine driven by temperature biomass gas are able to achieve a valuable output power [6]. Maximum brake power output was obtained with helium 550 c heat source temperature and 10 bar charge pressure at 700 rpm at 96.7 watt. Most power can be obtained from the sawdust (46 watt). At maximum power, the internal thermal efficiency of Stirling engine was measured as 10%. Result of work encourages initiating design of single cylinder gamma type Stirling engine of 1 kg capacity for rural electrification.

Khaled et al. [7] studied a more realistic thermodynamic model for alpha type Stirling engine. The main differential Stirling engine that stakes thermal losses into account utilizing rose yoke drive mechanism derived. According to simulation results engine performance can be improved and can be achieved by increasing the thermal conductivity of regenerator, matrix, increasing generator heat capacity, optimizing generator volume, optimizing working frequency, and optimizing working mass of gas.

K.G. Maheshwaran [8] explained the design and fabrication of beta type Stirling engine. This type of engine uses power sources like solar, sugar-cane leaves, wheat stalk. This engine can be applicable certain rural areas there are energy which cannot be gain conventional energy source. In this paper design and manufacturing of beta type Stirling engine with rhombic drive was analysed. The design of the engine was limited for certain efficiency due to drive complexity and tight tolerance. The accuracy of the result and difficulty of design calculation depend on no of assumed unknown and in this work 200W of power beta type Stirling engine was analyzed. Abuelyamen et al. [9] worked on parametric study of β - type Stirling engine with no regeneration or was conducted with numerically method using ANSYS fluent 14.5 software there are three parameter that work concern i.e. a) air-initial charge pressure. b) He-thermal boundary condition. With respect to this type of working fluid the engine was analyzed and it was seems like H2 gas is most efficient of engine. It is conclude that a comprehensive parametric study of laminar flow of Stirling engine. There are some points concerned the optimum charge pressure which is for operational temperature end limits between 300 to 800k. So we get optimum pressure for a) air-1.75 bar b) He-2.5bar c) H2 -10 bar. For air and He gases the power o/p increases proportionally temperature between TH and TC. Halit et al. [10] analyzed a novel configuration of β - type Stirling engine. He revealed kinematic and thermodynamic point of view by means of nodal analysis the instantaneous temperature distribution of working fluid, through the heating-cooling passage conducting the cold to hot space. It is observed that comparison of novel engine with crank driven and rhombic –drive engine indicates that compression ratio of novel engine is lowest among three engines.

Tie Li et al. [11] presented development and test work of Stirling engine applied for micro-CHP system. The test work confirmed that the Stirling engine could be drive mid-high temperature waste gases. The loss between inlet and outlet regeneration is more than twice of that between the inlet and outlet. Jiri Podesva et al. [12] evaluated four mechanisms with the hook’s joint and it seems to be very satisfactory. It is simple to design and leads to good shape of the transferring piston path. Valenti et al. [13] developed numerical model of Stirling engine which is validated by experimental results. Experimentation includes Stirling engine and heat recovery setup. It has been observed that inlet temperature affects net output of electric power. The total electrical efficiency was calculated as about 15% while it was measured is observed above 9%.
III. CONCLUSIONS

In this review paper following points can be concluded:

- Temperature difference affects efficiency of Stirling engine. Increase in temperature difference increases efficiency of the engine.
- Single cylinder Stirling engine can be used for electricity generation in rural area.
- Stirling engine can be used for less temperature difference applications.
- Stirling engine produces no pollution, thus can be used for waste heat recovery.
- Numerical model can be used to predict performance of a Stirling engine.
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